BREEDING OPTIONS TO CONSIDER FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE PERFORMANCE OF
GOOD MISSOURI FOX TROTTER HORSES .
If you are looking for a really good Missouri Fox trotter, you may consider breeding your own
baby with your choice of stallion and mare at Miller-Ranch. With this thought in mind we can
also train your new horse with our proven training methods that will provide you with great
horse/rider responses and a safer ride overall.
Miller-Ranch Ranch provides 3 types of breeding services, now consider the possibilities.
1, Natural Breeding
▪

Choose from The Miller-Ranch breeding stock. Choose a stud of choice and
breed with your own mare. The ranch will take care of the mare until she is in foal
and has her first ultra sound that shows all is well.

2, Artificial Insemination / Purchased Sperm, fresh, chilled or frozen
▪

You may prefer to purchase sperm from your choice of Miller-Ranch stud
breeding stock and have your mare artificially Inseminated (AI) at Miller Ranch or
the semen can be sent to your vet of choice. This may be a consideration for
those who live far from Arizona.
Note;
Fresh semen has the highest fertility results but both mare and stud must be at
the same facility at the same time as the fresh semen must be used immediately.
AI has been used in livestock for decades especially cattle, but more recently the
practice of AI has been successfully used with horses.

3, Embryo Transfer
▪

This option would take place at The Miller-Ranch. You can bring your Mare to the
ranch for breeding with the stud of your choice. The embryo will be transferred to
a surrogate mare. If you prefer to use this method at your own location then you
would need to use
Artificial Insemination (AI)

If you are interested in any of the options above, please contact The
Miller–Ranch for details and resolve any questions or considerations you may have.
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